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ABSTRACT

Growth in international trade has had a profound effect on executives and managers in their need to better understand differences in effective cross-cultural negotiation skills. The recent opening up of trade with Vietnam points to a need to better understand how the Vietnamese negotiating style differs from the U.S. style as managers are called upon to recruit the best and brightest in an increasingly competitive labor market. In this paper, survey data, taken separately from university students in the U.S. and Vietnam, are used to examine differences in the negotiation process. The results confirmed that cultural differences lead to differences in perceptions and strategies employed in the negotiation process. Theoretical and practical implications for managers involved in negotiations with the Vietnamese as well as directions for future research are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Growth in international trade has resulted in managers needing to better understand the negotiation process. Negotiation skills not only affect people’s performance, satisfaction and quality of work life, they also affect their organization. Effective negotiators can help organizations gain competitive advantages in reducing costs and increasing profits. People in diverse cultures have varying beliefs and perceptions about what negotiation is and how it occurs. They also process negotiations differently and have different preferences for conflict resolution (Lewicki et al, 2006). Studies about negotiation skills across cultures have been conducted to help managers effectively communicate with foreigners (Graham & Sano, 1989). However, there is a paucity of studies that have been conducted to explore negotiation perceptions and skills with the Vietnamese.

The paper first examines the developing Vietnamese business climate and demonstrates a need for effective negotiation for businesses and for recruiting educated workers. Next, a conceptual framework of cross-cultural negotiation is discussed to highlight relevant factors and conflict management styles that may impact the negotiation process. The third section develops the study’s hypotheses concerning cross-cultural negotiation differences. The study’s method is discussed in the fourth section, and the results are analyzed in section five. The last part of the paper discusses theoretical and practical implications as well as directions for future research.

VIETNAM’S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND THE NEED TO NEGOTIATE FOR AND WITH EDUCATED EMPLOYEES

Vietnam is a poor, densely-populated country that has struggled with the ravages of the Vietnam War, the loss of financial support from the old Soviet Bloc, and the inflexibility of a centrally planned communist economy. In 1986, the Vietnamese Communist Party announced the abandonment of the Communist central planning economy and the adoption of a program of market economy restructuring, called “Doi Moi” (Long et al, 2000). The post Doi Moi Vietnamese government encouraged the development of the private economy. By 2004, Vietnam’s GDP had reached $45.4 billion with per capita income of $553 (U.S. State Dept. 2005). Post Doi Moi Vietnam has become one of the
fastest growing economies in the world averaging about 8% annual GDP growth rate from 1990 to 1997 and 6.5% from 1998-2003 (U.S. State Dept. 2005).

Vietnam has been supported in their growth by the huge influx of foreign direct investment (FDI). By the end of 2003, 64 countries and territories had invested in Viet Nam with Asian economies accounting for the majority of these capital inflows (LeProux & Brooks, 2004). Singapore has been the principal foreign investor with 395 projects and $7.5 billion of registered capital, followed by Taiwan, Japan, Korea and Hong Kong (VVG, 2006). In 2005, FDI totaled $5.8 billion and in the first 2 months of 2006, Vietnam attracted $1.32 billion in FDI (VVG, 2006). The largest investors were S. Korea, Japan, Taiwan and the U.S. In a country with limited infrastructure, Viet Nam has developed a system of industrial zones numbering 76 by the end of 2002. These zones have attracted a high proportion of the total FDI in the country (LeProux & Brooks, 2004).

Investments from the U.S. dramatically increased after the U.S.-Viet Nam Bilateral Trade Agreement took effect in December of 2001. Bilateral trade between U.S. and Vietnam reached $6.12 billion in 2004 (U.S. State Dept, 2005) with $5 billion in goods being exported to the U.S. Recent legislation has resulted in increased business interest in Vietnam. In December 2003, the Bilateral Air Transport Agreement was negotiated and direct flights between Ho Chi Minh and San Francisco began in December 2004. The accessibility of the Vietnamese markets with the recent infrastructure developments makes it increasingly more advantageous for foreign businesses.

These gains to businesses follow the objectives set forth in the plan of socio-economic development for 2001-2005 originating at the 9th National Congress of the Communist Party of Vietnam in Hanoi in 2001 (The Gioi Publishers, 2004). At this meeting, foundations were established for Vietnam to develop into a modern-industrialized country by 2020. The first part of the plan was to maintain annual GDP growth rate of 7.5% and create 7.5 million new jobs with only 1.5 million jobs targeted for laborers. Educational goals sought to have 80% of school-age children enrolled in junior secondary school and 45% in senior secondary school (The Gioi Publishers, 2004). The focus on education demonstrates the Vietnamese government’s goal of providing a capable pool of skilled and educated workers to sustain FDI growth. Currently, Vietnam has more than 200 universities and colleges educating approximately 1 million students a year (Vietnam News, 2006b). However, estimates show that 49.3% of Vietnam’s labor force have only a primary education (Vietnam News, 2006a).

One major disadvantage Viet Nam has is competing with regional neighbors for investment. Doanh (2002) concluded that the high cost of doing business in Viet Nam still represents the main disincentive for foreign enterprises to invest in the country. Yet, the business climate is improving in Vietnam as ASEAN countries have been working to reduce intraregional tariffs and nontariff barriers. Vietnam has pledged to reduce tariffs in all manufactured goods to 0-5% by 2006 down from an average tariff of 16.52% in 2002 (MUTRAP, 2002). The improved economic environment leads to more competition in recruiting “the best” Vietnamese employees and in negotiating sound business contracts.

CULTURAL DIFFERENCES INFLUENCE NEGOTIATION STYLES

Research has shown that differences in cultural backgrounds will distinguish one individual negotiation style from another. Culture affects the range of strategies that negotiators develop as well as the tactics implemented (Salacuse, 1998b). Lewicki et al. (2006) draws on the work of Foster (1992), Hendon and Hendon (1990), Moran and Stripp (1991), and Salacuse (1998a) and develops a model (adapted below) to explain how culture can influence negotiation.

Purpose Of Negotiation

Purpose of the negotiation varies across cultures. Whereas Americans view negotiations as a competitive process of offers and counteroffers (Foster, 1992), other cultures may view the process as a way to collect information. In Asian cultures, such as Vietnam, the creation of long-term relationships between two parties is more important than the actual deal (Salacuse, 1998a).
Negotiation Perception

In the U.S., negotiation had been defined as win-lose or distributive negotiation until the 1970s, when win-win or integrative negotiations came into favor. In integrative negotiation, both parties work to develop a mutually satisfying decision using cooperative effort at mutual problem solving (Levinson et al., 1999). Collaborative bargaining is likely to occur when the negotiators have identified a common goal or objective. A major opportunity in win-win negotiations is the potential to create a situation where all parties achieve or exceed their goals (McGinnis, 2005). The mutually satisfied decision can help build a relationship (Stark & Flaherty, 2003). Relationships are important in Asian cultures, such as the Vietnamese, and can lead to future negotiations.

Personal Style

Negotiators may communicate in different ways. Observing negotiators styles can provide insight into the negotiator’s background and personality (Salacuse, 1998a). In more formal cultures, such as the Vietnamese culture, negotiators are more likely to address themselves and counterparts by titles, family names and use business cards. In informal cultures, personal and friendly relationships are established quickly; first names are more common. American culture values informality and equality, whereas Asian cultures are more formal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negotiation Factors</th>
<th>Range Of Cultural Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose of negotiation</td>
<td>Contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiation perception</td>
<td>Distributive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal styles/protocol</td>
<td>Informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication styles</td>
<td>Direct, verbally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time sensitivity</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group-oriented versus individualism</td>
<td>Collectivism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Taking</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form of agreements</td>
<td>Specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotionalism</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiators selection</td>
<td>Experts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Ten Ways That Culture Influence Negotiation (Adapted From Lewicki Et Al, 2006)**

Communication Styles

Hall (1959) explained differences in negotiation across cultures by two different cultural values: (1) communication context and (2) time and space. Hall (1959) argued that cultures will be influenced by whether it’s high text communication or low text communication. High-text cultures communicate less directly, and the meaning is conveyed with context. Low-text cultures, in contrast, communicate directly using meaning from words spoken. The Vietnamese and other Asian cultures tend to be more indirect in their negotiation style which Hall (1959) would consider high context. Typically the Vietnamese will try to avoid overt conflict and the expression of anger. They also do not like to say “no” because they feel a direct refusal implies disrespect and interferes with the harmony of the relationship (Vietnam Datacommunication Company, 2001). This indirect way of expressing disapproval may lead others to feel that the proposal is still being considered, when in actuality the Vietnamese have rejected it.

Time Sensitivity

Hall’s (1959) second dimension, time and space, implies cultural differences in managing and scheduling activities. Americans tend to be punctual and concerned with productivity in business situations. This difference in time perceptions may lead to misunderstanding between the parties in the negotiation process.
Group Oriented Versus Individualism

Knowing how the other party makes a decision is very important in negotiation. Americans value individualism and are more likely to handle negotiation independently, and take full credit for success. In the Vietnamese culture, consensus building is a key aspect in decision-making (Huynh, 2004).

Risk Taking

Certain cultures, like the U.S., are willing to take more risk than others when reaching decisions and will many times react more quickly (Hofstede, 1989). Other cultures utilize more time and information in reaching decisions and are not as accepting of risk. The willingness to accept risk can affect the process and outcomes of the negotiation. Negotiators with a low level of risk aversiveness will be open to new approaches and better able to tolerate uncertainties.

Form of Agreements

Cultural differences affect how a negotiator reaches an agreement. In the United States, agreements are formalized. In Asian cultures, family connections and relationships with friends may impact the negotiation and the method of closing the deal.

Emotionalism

Individuals across cultures vary in their tendencies to display emotion when negotiating agreements (Salacuse, 1998b). In Asian cultures, individuals are more likely to hide their feelings in negotiation, whereas Americans tend to be more straightforward.

Negotiators Selection

The criteria used to select negotiators may vary across cultures. Several aspects may be considered such as gender, age, experience, status, and seniority (Lewicki et al, 2006). Americans tend to select negotiators on the basis of ability and experience, whereas Asian cultures, like Vietnam, typically select individuals with higher status. Elders are accorded more respect in the Vietnamese culture and are considered the carriers of tradition, knowledge and wisdom (Huynh, 2004).

INDIVIDUAL CONFLICT RESOLUTION STYLES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON NEGOTIATION STYLES

Cultural differences impact how negotiators process and resolve conflicts. Thomas and Kilman (1974) identified five different conflict handling modes: competing, collaborating, compromising, accommodating and avoiding. Individuals engaged in distributive negotiations are seeking to “win” the negotiation and are more likely to view negotiations as competition. Individuals that believe in a win-win or integrative style are likely to embrace a collaborative framework resulting in more time and energy in reaching a solution. When issues in the negotiation are perceived as low in importance to one of the parties in the negotiation, that party is likely to accommodate the needs of the other party to maintain the relationship. Compromising is the most common form and is used when negotiators have equal power status dealing with issues of moderate importance or time constraints. Avoiders seek to eliminate conflict and are more likely to walk away from any perceived conflict.

Friedman et al. (2000) concluded that conflict management styles are relatively stable and each individual will have a preferred conflict management style. Similarly, different cultures adopt certain styles more so than others. A collective culture, such as Vietnam, focuses more on the process. They tend to avoid conflict and work to resolve minor issues before they become serious. They are more willing to compromise or collaborate to preserve the party’s relationship (Tse et al, 1994; Morris et al, 1998). An individualistic culture, such as the U.S. emphasizes individual achievement and prefers competitive strategies for handling conflict that focus on outcome.
In addition to cultural differences, gender differences may also influence the preferred negotiation style and outcome of the negotiation process. Two recent large-scale meta-analytic reviews of the literature on gender differences in negotiation have concluded that women behave more cooperatively in negotiation than men (Walter et al., 1998), and that men tend to negotiate better outcomes than women (Stuhlmacher and Walters, 1999). Women are more likely to see a negotiation as one event in a long-term relationship whereas men are more likely to think of it as a “one-shot” deal (Greenhalgh and Gilkey, 1993).

THE STUDY’S HYPOTHESES

The recent opening up of the Vietnamese markets has created an important need to more fully understand cross-cultural differences in the perceptions and methods of the negotiation process. In order to become an effective negotiator, both Vietnamese and American negotiators should understand their counterparts’ negotiation styles. Based on the theoretical analysis of factors that influence an individual’s negotiation style, this study examines whether Vietnamese and American students negotiation styles, perceptions and strategies vary due to their differences in cultural backgrounds. Specifically, the hypotheses of this study are as follows:

Hypothesis 1 (Style)

U.S. students will be more likely to assess winners and losers in the negotiation process due to their cultural backgrounds that support individualism and competition. The Vietnamese culture emphasizes relationships and consensus building and students will have a preference for adopting an integrative approach to negotiation.

Hypothesis 2 (Perceived Effectiveness)

Despite differences in negotiation style, both Vietnamese and U.S. students will feel that they are effective negotiators and their respective cultures encourage negotiation as a process.

Hypothesis 3 (Perceptions-Gender Differences)

Both Vietnamese and U.S. students will feel that men are better negotiators than women (3A), and will feel more comfortable negotiating with women than with men (3B). Both Vietnamese and U.S. students will believe they are more successful in negotiations with women than they are with men (3C).

Hypothesis 4 (Process-Strategy)

Because the U.S. negotiating style has historically been more competitive, U.S. students will be more likely than Vietnamese students to negotiate when they perceive a higher probability of winning (4A). U.S. students will be more likely to set bottom lines (reservation points) before they begin negotiations due to their competitive negotiation style (4B). Due to their emphasis on relationships, Vietnamese students will be more likely to consider the other party’s limitations during the negotiation (4C) and will be more likely to compromise with the other party (4D).

Hypothesis 5 (Perceptions-Relationships)

Due to the importance of preserving relationships, Vietnamese students will feel it’s more important to maintain the relationship with the other party than will U.S. students (5A). U.S. students will feel more comfortable negotiating with acquaintances (5B) and with strangers (5C) over the purchase of a vehicle than will Vietnamese students.

Hypothesis 6 (Perceptions-Work Negotiations)

U.S. students will feel more comfortable negotiating for their first salary (6A) and better working conditions and benefits (6B) than will Vietnamese students due to their competitive negotiating style.
Hypothesis 7 (Perceptions-Skill Deficiencies)

Both Vietnamese and American students will feel they need to develop more skills in the negotiation process, however Vietnamese students will view this as more important as a means to preserving relationships.

THE STUDY

Two samples were used to test the hypotheses in this study. The first sample consisted of 456 responses from students at a mid-western university in the U.S. The second sample consisted of 390 responses from students at a national university in Vietnam. All students who participated in this study were either juniors or seniors majoring in business or economics. The percentages of males and females are equal in the U.S. sample, whereas 34% are males and 66% are females in the Vietnamese sample. Students who participated in the study were voluntary. The questionnaires in both samples contained no identifiers and were confidential. American students filled out an online survey in their business classes. The English version was respectively translated into Vietnamese, and then back-translated to ensure the reliability of the translation. Vietnamese students filled out paper surveys in Vietnam. The Vietnamese paper surveys were then manually entered into SPSS for analysis.

All survey items were assessed on a 1 to 7 Likert scale where 1= strongly disagree and 7= strongly agree. A single item was used to measure students’ negotiation skills and their perceptions toward negotiation. For example, sample items are “In negotiation, there is usually a winner and loser” or “I feel that I am an effective negotiator”.

To test the hypotheses, this study used independent-sample t-test for the difference between means in the SPSS software. An assumption of equal variances using Levene’s F-test was conducted. The test revealed that there were unequal variances between the two samples. The results in the study are reported under the assumption of unequal variances.

RESULTS

Table 1 reports the means, standard deviations, t-test and p values comparing the Vietnamese and U.S. samples. All the means for each measure in both U.S. and Vietnamese samples varied from 3 to 6, indicating that there are differences in negotiation styles, process and perceptions about negotiation. The specific results for hypothesis testing are as follows:

Perceptions Of Negotiation Style And Perceived Effectiveness

Thompson (1990) concluded that negotiators in North America considered negotiation as being fundamentally distributive. In his survey, Salacuse (1998b) concluded that the Chinese and other Asian cultures focused on win-win negotiation. We do find cultural differences in the perceptions of the negotiation process. Hypothesis 1 suggests that Vietnamese students are significantly more likely than U.S. students (p<.001) to agree that there are winners and losers in negotiations. This finding is different from what we had anticipated and may be due to the recent emphasis in the U.S. on integrative negotiations. Recent examples in the press demonstrate the need for joint efforts in negotiations. For example, General Motors and Northwest Airlines are negotiating ways with their unions to control costs to avoid bankruptcy.

Hypothesis 2 suggests that both U.S. and Vietnamese students feel that they are effective negotiators, however U.S. students are significantly more confident than Vietnamese students in their negotiation skills (p<.001). Both American and Vietnamese students believe their cultures support negotiation, however this perception is significantly higher among U.S. students (p<.05).

Perceptions Of Gender Differences In Negotiation Process

Hypothesis 3a suggests that neither Vietnamese nor U.S. students feel that men are better negotiators than women. U.S. students exhibited a significantly higher disagreement in this belief than did Vietnamese students.
Hypothesis 3b shows that Vietnamese students are more comfortable than U.S. students in negotiating with women (p<.001). In hypothesis 3c, U.S. students indicate that they are not more successful in negotiations with women than with men, whereas Vietnamese students are more ambivalent (p<.001). This finding runs contrary to previous studies on gender differences in negotiations and may be due to students’ limited experience in real world business negotiations or the “safe” environment of the college classroom in which they were completing the survey.

Negotiation Process – Strategy

There are significant differences in risk between Vietnamese and U.S. students. In hypothesis 4a, Vietnamese students indicate that they are more likely to negotiate only when they feel there is a high probability of winning, while U.S. students indicate more uncertainty and may accept more risk and negotiate even when they may not win. It is a common tactic in negotiation to learn as much as possible about the other party before negotiations begins (Graham & Sano, 1989). Thorough preparation and identification of goals, options, and priorities is critical in a negotiation. Once these are identified, effective negotiators develop strategies to meet those goals (Stark & Flaherty, 2003). In hypothesis 4b, both Vietnamese and U.S. students indicate a willingness to develop strategies by setting bottom lines before they begin negotiating, however Vietnamese students indicate significantly more willingness to utilize this strategy (p<.001). Hypothesis 4c shows that both Vietnamese and American students will consider the other parties’ limitations during the negotiation, but Vietnamese students indicate a significantly higher level of willingness to do so (p<.001). This willingness is expected due to Vietnam’s collectivist cultural background. In hypothesis 4d, both U.S. and Vietnamese students indicate that compromise is important in negotiations with no significant differences between the groups.

Perceptions Of Relationships In Negotiation Process

Both U.S. and Vietnamese students indicate that maintaining relationships is important in the negotiation process as shown in hypothesis 5a. Hypotheses 5b and 5c show that both Vietnamese and American students feel slightly comfortable negotiating with either acquaintance or strangers over the purchase of a used vehicle. U.S. students indicated that they are significantly more comfortable with either of these negotiations than are Vietnamese students (p<.001). An interesting finding is that U.S. students prefer to negotiate with strangers over one time purchases of a used vehicle rather than acquaintances (means=5.5 and 4.71, respectively). This demonstrates the importance of relationships in negotiations by U.S. students and supports research that has concluded that parties may sacrifice their own preferences in order to preserve the relationship (Barry and Oliver, 1996).

Perceptions Of Salary And Benefits Negotiations

Understanding how business students will negotiate about salary and benefits in their first job is important to managers recruiting the most talented employees in a competitive labor market. Effective negotiation should lead to higher salary and benefit levels. Hypothesis 6a and 6b show that both Vietnamese and American students feel only slightly comfortable negotiating for their first salary and better working conditions and benefits. Vietnamese students are more comfortable negotiating for salary than U.S. students (p<.001), however U.S. students are more comfortable negotiating for better working conditions and benefits than are Vietnamese students (p<.001). Both groups of students indicate that they are more comfortable negotiating for better working conditions and benefits than they are negotiating for salary.

Perceptions Of Needed Skill Development

Negotiation skills are gradually developed by training and experience (Levinson et al. 1999). Hypothesis 7 reveals that both Vietnamese and American students feel they need to develop more skills in negotiating, however Vietnamese students indicate a greater need for negotiation skill training than do U.S. students (p<.001). This finding may also be culturally based due to the importance of preserving relationships in the Vietnamese culture.
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATION

The findings in this study show the importance of culture and its implication on the negotiation process. In high context and collectivist cultures such as Vietnam, it is suggested that negotiation is relationship-oriented. The implication is that it is collaborative and will lead to some mutual satisfaction. In a low context and highly individualistic U.S. culture, negotiators focus more on results. These cultural differences are supported in several areas. Vietnamese students are more likely to consider the other party’s limitations during the negotiation thereby preserving relationships in the negotiation. U.S. students may be more willing to accept risk than Vietnamese students and may negotiate even when they do not feel they have a high probability of winning. U.S. students are also significantly more likely than Vietnamese students to indicate that they grew up in a family culture that encouraged negotiation indicating the competitive nature of the U.S. culture.

On the other hand, survey results show that American and Vietnamese students have certain perceptions before they negotiate that do not necessarily support cultural norms. American students appear more open than Vietnamese students to a win-win solution approach and do not view negotiation as a win/loss proposition. Vietnamese students appear to be more accepting of distributive approaches than cultural norms may typically lead us to believe. Further, Vietnamese students are significantly more likely than U.S. students to consider their bottom line before they begin negotiating and will feel more comfortable negotiating for their starting salary than will U.S. students. However, both groups are more comfortable negotiating for benefits and working conditions than they are negotiating for salary.

To enter the Vietnamese market, American managers will negotiate not only with foreign businesses and customers, but also with prospective employees via the recruiting and hiring process. Because the findings suggest that negotiation style is influenced by cultural norms, this information is critical in hiring and training prospective cross-cultural negotiators. Companies in Vietnam and the U.S. should provide assistance to improve negotiation skills and experiences for its employees. Companies might hold cross-culture training sessions for employees before entering a foreign market. Vietnamese, as well as U.S. students, indicate a need for more negotiation training. In-house negotiation skills seminars or university courses focusing on negotiation skills would be useful in this respect.

The findings in this study indicate some important practical information for both Vietnamese and American managers that are involved in conducting business in Vietnam. In international negotiations, parties have different values, beliefs and backgrounds influenced by cultural differences. More information about cross-cultural differences in negotiation is needed. While it is helpful to use cultural dimensions as guidelines for international negotiation, they should not be considered as absolute measures to prejudice individuals about a specific culture as we have found in this study.

LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Emerging as one of Asia’s newly industrializing countries, Vietnam represents a wonderful opportunity for business growth. A fast growing population of over 84 million (CIA, 2006) and more than a 90% literacy rate among those under 30 years of age strengthen Vietnam’s move toward a market economy. The market liberalization process was further enhanced by the entrance to the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the recent bi-lateral trade agreement with the U.S. As business increases, differences in values and beliefs create challenges for both Vietnamese and American managers in negotiation across cultures. This study aided in comparing differences between Vietnamese and American perceptions about negotiation skills, processes and strategies employed.

Some limitations exist in this study. First, the study used student samples in both Vietnam and the U.S. Although students in this study were those who reported having some work experiences and negotiation participation, it may not be accurate to generalize those students’ attitudes and expectations to the whole population. Second, because the measurement of perceptions and negotiation skills was based on single items, it may not fully capture the concepts or yield precise results. Despite these limitations, this paper provides some understandings about the Vietnamese and American perceptions of negotiation and perceived negotiation skills and highlights cultural
differences. An understanding of these differences is important for all businesses and managers who are and will be doing business in Vietnam.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negotiation Item Measures</th>
<th>Country Comparisons</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>T test P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Perceptions of style: In negotiation, there is usually a winner and a loser.</td>
<td>U.S. Vietnam</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>1.497</td>
<td>-5.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a. Perceptions of Effectiveness: I feel that I am an effective negotiator.</td>
<td>U.S. Vietnam</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>1.258</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b. Perceptions of culture: I grew up in a family culture that encourages negotiation.</td>
<td>U.S. Vietnam</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>1.522</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a. Perceptions of Gender Differences: In general, men are better negotiators than women.</td>
<td>U.S. Vietnam</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>1.551</td>
<td>-5.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b. Perceptions of Gender Differences: I am more comfortable negotiating with women than I am with men.</td>
<td>U.S. Vietnam</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>1.487</td>
<td>-5.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c. Perceptions of Gender Differences: I am more successful in negotiations with women than I am with men.</td>
<td>U.S. Vietnam</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>1.373</td>
<td>-2.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a. Process-Strategy: I determine my bottom line position before I begin negotiating.</td>
<td>U.S. Vietnam</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>1.327</td>
<td>-5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b. Process-Strategy: I continually consider the other party’s limitations during the negotiation.</td>
<td>U.S. Vietnam</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>1.207</td>
<td>-3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4d. Process-Strategy: It is important to compromise with the other party in negotiation.</td>
<td>U.S. Vietnam</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>1.253</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a. Throughout the negotiating process, I am concerned with maintaining relationships with the other party.</td>
<td>U.S. Vietnam</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>1.220</td>
<td>-1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b. Perceptions of Relationships: I would feel comfortable negotiating with an acquaintance over the purchase of a used vehicle.</td>
<td>U.S. Vietnam</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>1.458</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5c. Perceptions of Relationships: I would feel comfortable negotiating with a stranger over the purchase of a used vehicle.</td>
<td>U.S. Vietnam</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>1.413</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b. Perceptions-Salary &amp; Benefits: I would feel comfortable negotiating for better working conditions &amp; benefits (laptop computers etc.) with my company.</td>
<td>U.S. Vietnam</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>1.208</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Needed Skills: I feel that I need to develop more skills in negotiating.</td>
<td>U.S. Vietnam</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>1.508</td>
<td>-5.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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